
Protocol additional to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949,
and relating to the Adoption of an Additional Distinctive Emblem

(Protocol Ill)

Preamble

The High Contracting Parties,

(PPI) Reaffirming the provisions of the Geneva Conventions of
12 August 1949 (in particular Articles 26, 38, 42 and 44 of the First Geneva
Convention) and, where applicable, their Additional Protocols of 8 June 1977
(in particular Articles 18 and 38 of Additional Protocol I and Article 12 of
Additional Protocol II), concerning the use of distinctive emblemis,

(PP2) Desiring to supplement the aforementioned provisions so as to
enhance their protective value and universal character,

(PP3) Noting that this Protocol is without prejudice to the recognized
right of High Contracting Parties to continue to use the emblems they are using
lu confonnity with their obligations under the Geneva Conventions and, where
applicable, the Protocols additional thereto,

(PP4) Recallîng that the obligation to respect persons and objects
protected by the Geneva Conventions and the Protocols additional thereto
derives from their protected status under international law and is not dependent
on use of the distinctive embleins, signs or signais,

(PP5) Stressing that the distinctive emblems are not intended to have
any religions, etlmic, racial, regional or political significance,

(PP6) Emphasizing the importance of ensuring full respect for the
obligations relating to the distinctive embleras recognized lu the Geneva
Conventions, and, where applicable, the Protocols additional thereto,

(PP7) Recalling that Article 44 of the First Geneva Convention mnakes
the distinction between the protective use and the indicative use of the
distinctive emblems,

(PP8) Recalling further that National Societies undertakiug activities
on the territory of another State must ensure that the emblems they intend to use
within the framework of such activities rnay be used lu the country where the
activity takes place and lu the country or countries of trnsit


